
Ghia’s avgolemono soup recipe 

At thirteen years of age, I was invited to my first ever Orthodox Easter, where a Cypriot family pierced 

the eggs, roasted them in the oven to hard roast.  They have also baked flauna, the Easter cheesecakes.  

These cheesecakes are savoury made with sheep milk cheese.  Flaunes are unique to Cyprus and are 

baked on Good Friday.  They are enjoyed with Turkish coffee, and is a famous Holy Week and Easter 

treat.  Having tried to make it for the first Maundy Thursday, I recognized that the recipe takes two 

types of Greek sheep milk cheeses.  One is the Halloumi cheese, only manufactured on the island of 

Cyprus, and the other, a hard, Kalifitairi, also a Greek sheep milk cheese.  I was mesmerized at how the 

Cypriot, during their last days of Lent introduce Flaunes.  I found the cheesecakes time consuming.  

The first time I made them, the cheesecakes were mistaken as a dessert, when I pointed out that the 

sheep milk cheese is not a savoury cheese, but a sweet cheese. 

Another recipe that I have tasted, was the avgolemono soup, also made the first Maundy Thursday I 

visited the family who sold my parents the furniture in Cyprus.  This soup is so simple, and I have 

made it several times.  It calls for chicken broth made from boiling a whole chicken.  Here is the recipe: 

First, defrost the chicken and separate the chicken and place in a pot. 

Then cover the chicken with water and set to boil until chicken is tender. 

Set aside for the broth to cool, and separate the meat from the bones. 

Place chicken meat back in the pot, and heat until the broth is boiling. 

While broth is boiling, crack four eggs in a separate bowl, 

beat eggs until fluffy, 

then half and juice lemons until you have four tablespoons of lemon juice 

add lemons and beat with the eggs. 

Add some of the chicken broth to the egg and lemon mixture 

and continue beating. 

Lower the heat to medium heat and slowly begin adding the beaten egg, lemon, and chicken mixture, 

while stirring until all the white liquid is mingled in the mixture. 

Then add a cup of rice or one and half cup of orzo pasta or little star pasta, 

cook further until rice or pasta is tender and expanded. 

Serve in soup bowls, garnish with lemon slices and mint if desired and enjoy. 

  

 


